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All Steve wants is to lead a simple life, away from troublesome neighbours and the monsters that

come out at night and cause havoc. He thought he'd put his adventuring days behind him, but

instead, thanks to a random encounter in a nearby village, he gets roped into a daring plan to save

the inhabitants from a new and never before seen threat. Despite Steve's reluctance to get involved

in someone else's fight, he teams up with a new group of friends from his new home, they set off to

put a stop to the menace once and for all. Can they save the village and become great adventurers

once again?
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A story with lore and a touch of minecraft. This is a good read for the kids, they really loved on how

the Steve's adventure was set up. It would be more colorful if there were more colorful pictures in

the book. Just a short read; however, this will help the kids to practice their reading and the book

having set up in the world of minecraft, is the best add-on. My kids are so excited for me to

download the next book. Thanks to the author for a very colorful story.

This book is worth the time reading and there was never a dull moment in every phase of events. I

am not used to playing Minecraft but this book totally opened me into a world of fun, adventure, and

a bit of suspense that exposed a young mind like Steve to thrive in all his challenging situations. I

recommend this book not just to Minecrafters but also to parents who want to read a fun and

creative bedtime story to their kids. This will absolutely bring great delight to them before the go to



bed. Kudos to the author of this book!

This was a delightful book to read. The kids also love these books. The thing that is so wonderful is

that the stories are fun and exciting at the same time. The best part is that everything happens

happens in the Minecraft world which I can relate with. I already love Minecraft and the creativity

that this game releases in me and my kids. Though, I had no idea how much fun I would have with

the stories from this book in the diary. It was delightful hearing from my favorite person in the

Minecraft world!

This is a great book to either read to young children or for them to read to themselves. It is also

convenient that the book comes with a free e-book, so that you are able to play it for kids while they

are in their room or on the way to school. Minecraft Steve is a great book for kids that will really

keep kids engaged and interested. Recommend this to parents or children who are able to read this.

Diary of a Minecraft Steve is a very entertaining and exciting book. It's really enjoyable to read about

the adventures and all the struggles of Steve. Everybody who can relate to the minecraft stories will

have fun reading the story. Everybody else should also give it a try. Highly recommended! ;)

I liked how the characters were introduced in the story and it flowed instead of other books that are

well ugh. It is a exiting minecraft adventure that you don't want to end. Unlike some other books that

are boring and dull this is exiting and adventurous.

Enjoyable read. This book is a nice little short story built in the minecraft universe. It was an

entertaining short read of a minecraft character on his journey through the world. Unique!

One of the best Minecraft diaries that I've read yet! I thoroughly enjoyed Steve's thrilling and

entertaining adventures and can't wait to read the 2nd book!
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